
Editorial 

The Life of the Dead is set in the Memory of the Living. 

Marcus Tullius Cicero 

 

Another Daffodil Weekend over, the flowers were amazing and the weather good.  Over 

10,000 people came and enjoyed the stalls, teas and over 500,000 daffodils of many different 

varieties.  It was too early for the new Thriplow Gold daffodils to bloom and with the date set 

for the same weekend next year they probably won’t be out then either.  Daffodils last at least 

three weeks so they would still be looking good in April. 

This year we were lucky with the weather; it has now turned cold, and you will have noticed 

that the Blackthorn is in flower; this is called the ‘Blackthorn Winter or Blackthorn Pinch’.  

Bernard Meggitt has written a fascinating account of the Blackthorn in this Journal. 

Our next meeting is our AGM and also our 25th anniversary.  We shall be celebrating with 

music and poetry, and a cold supper with wine.  Those of you who have heard the ‘Ad Hoc’ 

singers from Fowlmere will be pleased to know they are singing for us at the meeting. 

Just a reminder that your subscriptions are now due, we have kept them at £8 per family, 

good value, we think, for three Journals, and 10 talks and an outing or two. 

Angela Rimmer, Bernard Meggitt, Shirley Wittering, Editorial Team. 

 

 

 

 

 



The Bury – Time Line 

The story of how Captain Anthony Bourne fled his house during the Civil War to fight on the 

Royalist side and how his house was commandeered by the Puritan Colonel Nicholas 

Kempson as his quarters when the Parliamentary army was camped on Thriplow Heath in 

1647, was written about in the last Thriplow Journal.  Bourne returned to his house at the 

restoration of King Charles II as he is noted as having 13 hearths in the Hearth Tax of 1662.  

This serendipity of finding three separate sources solved a question that had puzzled 

historians for years. 

This got me thinking about the problems of tracing the history of a house; over time the 

house may acquire new owners and change its name.  The larger houses are often easier to 

trace, if they are still standing, as the ownership remains in one family for several generations 

and therefore the name doesn’t change so frequently and so becomes embedded in the history 

of the village.   

The Bury is one such place, being the main Manor of the village and changing hands rarely it 

has, as far as we know, only changed its name once.  The earliest documentation we have is 

that in 1068 the manor was owned by the Abbot, later the Bishop of Ely. 

The first place to go to find out your village history is the Victoria County History, VCH for 

short.  The Victorians were nothing if not thorough.  Founded in 1899 and originally 

dedicated to Queen Victoria, the VCH is an encyclopaedic record of England's places and 

people from earliest times to the present day.  Based at the Institute of Historical Research in 

the University of London since 1933, the VCH is written by historians working in counties 

across England and is without doubt the greatest publishing project in English local history. 

To quote the VCH, ‘Ealdorman Beorhtnoth (d. 991) left THRIPLOW to the monks of Ely, 

and the abbey held the manor in the early 11th century. In 1086 it included 6½ hides (1 hide 

= 120 acres).  On the creation of the see of Ely in 1109 most of Thriplow was assigned to the 

bishop, whose successors held it for the next five centuries.  The Hundred Rolls of 1279 state 

that the Bishop owned 1,220 acres and 58 tenants farming his land.1  A rent roll of the Bishop 

dated 1587 lists 26 tenants holding 23 properties worth about £20 rental.  This seems quite a 

reduction but by this time there were four manors instead of two which would account for the 

Bishop holding less land with fewer tenants.  

                                                           
1 Rotuli Hundredorum 1279 



 

Part of rent roll of the Bishop of Ely dated 1587 

We are now accustomed to most people owning their own houses, but until the 19th century 

this was not the norm.  One of the way Gentry and aristocracy acquired wealth was through 

owning land and property.  In fact a Gentleman was described as a man who did not have to 

work for a living.  The tenants of the property paid rent to the landowner; it is therefore 

unlikely the owner, the Bishop, ever came to his house in Thriplow.  He would send his 

Steward to collect the rents and food every quarter day.   

The next entry in the VCH goes on to say, ‘In 1600 Bishop Heton alienated it (the Bury) to 

the Crown.  Sold in 1602 to Edward Harvist’.  I was puzzled by this word alienate, but on 

looking it up in the dictionary, I found that the word had two meanings, the second meaning 



pressure put upon a religious house to transfer property to a monarch.2  I contacted my former 

tutor Dr David Dymond and he said that this practice was often a way for the Monarch to 

acquire land.   

Edward Harvist was a London brewer and a Grocer, probably a member of the Grocer’s 

Guild; he was very charitable and even had a London Street named after him.  Harvist, 

probably fancied being a Lord of the Manor and to own a country estate and in 1602 

“Elizabeth by the Grace of God of England, France and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the 

Faith. Know ye that for and in consideration of the sum of £1,162 – 10s of good and lawful 

money of England paid …to the use of our beloved subject Edward Harvyst, Citizen and 

Brewer of our City of London…all that our Manor of Thriplowe in the County of Cambridge, 

these land lately belonging to the Bishop of Ely.”3 

So only two years after the Manor had passed into the hands of the Queen she sold it for over 

£1,000.  The VCH goes on to say ‘it probably passed in 1611 to Henry Lucas, whose father 

Edward had previously leased it, and perhaps in 1612 to William Reynolds.4 

Next time – The Bury in the 17th century. 

Shirley Wittering 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2  On the death of Dr. Cox, his successor, Dr. Martin Heton, seemed extremely unwilling to carry out this 
agreement, and in a fit of fury the Queen sat down and wrote him one of her most characteristic epistles:— 

"Proud Prelate!—I understand you are backward in complying with your agreement: but I would have you know 
that I, who made you what you are, can unmake you; and if you do not forthwith fulfil your engagement, by—I will 
immediately unfrock you.  Elizabeth." 

 
3 Cambridge Record Office R62/9 Box B 
4 Edward Lucas was the cause of a riot in 1603, but that is another story. 



Thriplow Society reports on Talks 

17 January 2017 - A Country Railway – Great Shelford by Helen Harwood 

Helen started her talk by going back to the days before the railways; the difficulties of 

transporting goods and people over the often extremely bad roads of the time.  She mentioned 

the proposed canal that was overtaken before it was built by the building of the railways in 

the 1840s.*  She explained the stop/start building as a result of the intermittent investment in 

the project, the enthusiasm and fortunes won and lost by the railway mania and the sheer 

excitement in watching the thousands of navvies (many of them Irish) toiling with pick and 

shovel, horse and cart to level hills and build bridges for the snorting engines to pass.  A map 

of the railway before Beeching showed just how many branch lines there were and the few 

that remain today.   

The day the railways finally arrived from London to Cambridge was a Gala Day with the 

great and good waiting at the station to welcome the train.  A vast feast was set out for 300 

guests; the band of the Colestream Guards played triumphal music amid much jubilation. 

Accidents were common in the early days as the engines had no brakes and people had no 

way of judging the speed of the trains and were frequently caught on level crossings.  One old 

lady was caught up by an engine and carried yards up the line before the train managed to 

stop. 

Helen’s slides showed how after the war the railways suffered from lack of investment and 

the advent of the petrol engine resulted in goods being transported by road.  Now few, if any, 

of the buildings beside Shelford’s railway sidings exist, new houses and offices taking their 

place. 

We all enjoyed an interesting and well-presented talk. 

*See Thriplow Journal Vol. 3/1, 1994 and Vol 3.3, 1995 

Shirley Wittering 

  
Shelford level crossing 

 

16 February 2017 – Birds In The garden – Richard Palmer 

Richard began with a welcome ‘herald of Spring’ slide showing Britain’s favourite bird, the 

Robin with a full song recording. He presented the talk in six areas: garden habitat, bird 

population, trees and shrubs, bird feeding and nesting boxes. 

With the modern day loss of many natural habitats in the UK, well stocked gardens with 

ideally trees, shrubs, flower borders, ponds, lawns and feeders, have become essential to the 



survival of many wild birds. Did you know that in a year, an average of 23 species visit our 

gardens and over all the UK, a total of 176 different species are seen? Bird counts show that 

some species are declining in numbers as the house sparrow (? loss of nesting sites) and the 

song thrush (garden chemicals - loss of snails & slugs). Others are becoming rare as the 

flycatcher (insecticides and habitat loss) and the swift and owl (habitat loss). Some however 

are increasing with the goldfinch, long tailed tits, nuthatches, greater spotted wood pecker 

and especially, the Wood Pigeon which breeds nearly all the year now. 

The main bird threats are from modern chemicals i.e. insecticides and pesticides including 

those for snails and slugs on which birds feed, and from cats.  Cats are lethal predators to 

ground feeding birds killing millions annually in the UK but perhaps the increasing popular 

wearing of collar bells might help? Most artificial bird scarers do not work as shown 

amusingly with a blackbird standing on a metal black cat and a seagull nesting on an Owl 

sculpture.  

Garden trees, shrubs and hedges provide shelter, nesting and food with insects, seeds, berries 

and other fruit. Oak, beech and birch are best for many species and cone-bearing ones as 

alders and pines (siskins), spruce (coal tits and goldcrests) and leylandii (tits’ nesting). Berry 

producers provide essential autumn/winter food such as hawthorn, rowans, cotoneaster, roses 

and holly. Fruit especially apples left on the ground or tree are popular food for blackbirds 

and fieldfares. 

We know that bird feeders are today big business but were you aware that over 50K tonnes of 

bird seeds are sold annually in the UK? Mixed seed and fat balls or bars are best for most 

song birds with peanuts (greater spotted woodpecker), niger seeds or the cheaper, sun flower 

hearts (goldfinches) are also popular. A natural log drilled and stuffed with fat and seeds, and 

a flat tray table are the most bird attractive but need protecting from squirrels and rats. 

Regular seed scatterings are necessary for ground feeders such as dunnocks, chaffinches, 

sparrows and robins. Also fresh daily water is necessary or better, a small shallow pond. 

Simple DIY nesting boxes were discussed regarding materials, sizes, shapes and design: open 

part front section for robins, holed for tits and larger open boxes for swifts and owls. 

After this very practical comprehensive presentation with many beautiful bird illustrations, 

Richard finished with a series of audio recordings of various bird songs. After answering a 

number of challenging questions from the audience, Richard Palmer was thanked by the 

President, Angela Rimmer. 

Bernard Meggett 

 
 



       

Our very own Venus de Milo 

 

 

 

HERBAL LEGACY IN THE HEDGEROWS OF THRIPLOW 

6. Blackthorn – Prunus spinosa 

This is the last of six short articles describing some common Thriplow plants found in the 

Village hedgerows having a long recorded herbal legacy. Before modern medicine, they were 

used as the main and sometimes, the only available treatment, for many medical conditions to 

improve the health and well-being of our ancestors. Blackthorn has a long herbal history as 

shown by the sloe stones excavated in ‘Neolithic village’ sites and carried by the ‘Otzi Ice-

man’ found mummified in an Italian Alps’ glacier from the early Bronze-age, 3,300 BC. 

Blackthorn and sloes appear prominently in many herbariums through the ages.  

Products from various parts of the Blackthorn plant have a long herbal use as an astringent 

for gastro-intestinal conditions, a blood purgative and diuretic for urinary tract 

inflammations, menopause symptoms’ treatment, dermatoses and an anti-cancerous action. 

 



 

Description: 

Blackthorn species are members of the Rose family (Rosaceae) and Prunus is a genus of 

trees and shrubs, which includes the plums, cherries, peaches, nectarines, apricots and 

almonds. Around 430 species are spread throughout the northern temperate regions of the 

globe with many being cultivated for ornament and fruit. Blackthorn is native to the British 

Isles and from early settlers, naturalised in New Zealand and Eastern North America. It is 

recognisable as a deciduous shrubby tree growing to 4m high with black bark and long sharp 

thorns having buds along them. The 5-petal musky smelling flowers appear in March – April 

before the leaves as a  profusion of creamy white blossom clothing the hedges, which with 

the slightly later Hawthorn and Elder, herald the coming of Spring. Insect pollinated, the 

resulting stone fruit, purple flesh covered sloes, (a drupe) appear in October – November, 

being bitter until sweetened by the frosts. The Blackthorn can be confused with the ‘Cherry 

Plum’ (P cerasifera) which has purer white flowers, no sharp thorns and yellow-red fruit; and 

the Hawthorn flowering with the leaves and no buds on the spur thorns.  

Blackthorn is spread by birds dropping the stones and by underground stem suckers 

producing dense thickets and hedges that may invade adjoining pastures. This makes it very 

hardy being able to survive surface clearing and fires and to live up to 100 years but the 

flowers may be susceptible to deep Spring frosts. Ecologically the Blackthorn supports many 

birds with shelter, food and nesting especially favoured by the Nightingales, Yellowhammer 

and Red-backed Shrike. Over 100 insects are also found including many Bees and some rare 

butterfly caterpillars as the Black and Brown Hairstreaks and the Scarcer Swallowtail; also 



rare moth caterpillars, Lacking, Magpie, Common Emerald, Small Eggar, Swallow-tailed and 

Yellow-tailed. 

Thriplow Blackthorn Sites: 

Blackthorn is found in many areas in Thriplow, sometimes with Hawthorn, mainly in hedges 

for which it has been used for centuries especially during the Land Enclosure Period. It is 

best identified close-up by the early Spring blossom on the budded spines and the sloes later.  

Good sites are the Barenton’s Manor hedge alongside the View Footpath and that field’s 

further hedges bounding Middle Street and the clunch pit area. It is also found along Lower 

Gentleman’s Footpath towards Church Street and in the hedges of the Royston Lakes’ track 

and Brooke Road. There are thickets in the hedges around the Thriplow Meadows and in 

many other Village and field boundaries.  

Name Origin: 

The common name ‘Blackthorn’ refers to the black bark of older trees and the Old English 

‘thorn’ – sharp point. Other names are ‘Spiny Plum’, Slea Berry’ (Scottish) and Sloe Bush 

from Anglo-Saxon ‘slah or slag’ meaning ‘to strike’ perhaps because the wood was used to 

make spiny cudgels and flails. The genus name ‘Prunus’ is an ancient classical name for the 

Plum but is of unknown origin. The species’ name ‘spinosa’ is from Old Latin ‘bearing 

spines’ with the sharp spur-shoots characteristic of the shrub. 

Blackthorn Mythology: 

As with many trees, the Blackthorn is surrounded with mythological beliefs particularly from 

the Mediaeval Period. The sudden appearance of its profuse white blossom after hard dark 

winters, heralding the coming Spring, was thought to be an emblem of life and bring good 

luck for the coming year. In a West Country tradition, a wreath of Blackthorn was nailed 

behind the kitchen door for a year and then burnt in the New Year with the ashes scattered on 

the land to bring a good harvest. In some areas it was thought to be a Witches tree and a staff 

cut from it would ward off the evil. Witches and heretics were often burnt on Blackthorn 

pyres.  There was some belief that Christ’s ‘crown of thorns’ was made from Blackthorn and 

wearing the flowers or bringing them into the house would bring bad omens. There was an 

Irish legend that the ‘little people’ lived in and were guardians of the Blackthorn bushes – the 

‘Fairae Tribe of Lanantishees’ and they were to be widely avoided at night. 

Medicinal History and Uses:  

Nearly all parts of the blackthorn shrub are medicinally useful to the herbalist. A tea infusion 

from the flowers is a safe consistent purgative for gastric up-sets, cramps, indigestion, and 

diarrhoea in children. Bark extract (high tannins) mixed with honey is prescribed for 

inflammation and swelling in the throat, mouth and gums. A concoction of the flowers with 

its astringent diuretic effect is used for kidney and bladder conditions. Leaf with flower 

extracts have an anti-inflammatory action and taken for rheumatic problems and skin 

complaints. Interestingly, recent research at the University of Lodz, Poland, has reported the 

flowers containing the anti-inflammatory flavonoid glycosides, ‘Quercetin’, and ‘Kaemferol’ 



with the latter also having anti-cancerous actions in animals. Blackthorn as all members of 

the Prunus family, contain in the leaves and seeds cyanogenic glycosides, ‘amygdalin’ and 

‘prunasin’ that hydrolyse in water to produce ‘hydrocyanic acid’ (cyanide or prussic 

acid). This is extremely poisonous but the quantities used are considered far too small to do 

any harm and only shown to stimulate breathing and enhance digestion. It is advised only to 

ingest any Prunus’ extracts under an Herbalist’s prescription and to be safe, not to eat any 

very bitter seeds or fruit. 

The Blackthorn wood is very tough being used to make turnery (wood lathes), tool handles, 

teeth for hoes and rakes, tent pegs, staffs and walking sticks. It was a good fuel, burning 

slowly with high temperature and little smoke. In the past, the spines were used for awls and 

needles. The sloes traditionally and even today have been used in making preserves, 

marmalades, juices, jellies, syrups, wines and a favourite in rural areas, sloe gin. 

 A personal many times (over 30 years) tried and tasted successful Sloe Gin recipe : Sloes 

1lb(456gm)(frozen over-night & thawed), sugar 3/4lb(342gm), gin 1 pint(560ml) - mixed in a 

jar, shaken daily until sugar dissolved then weekly until 3 months; stored in a cool dark place, 

strained and bottled to be kept for up to 6 months, the longer the better quality. The used 

Sloes can be eaten in game or pies, or steeped in ½ pint (280ml) of port for the same timings 

to make the navy’s ‘Nelson’s Sloe Port’.  

So next time you walk around Thriplow and see the first blaze of white blossom coating the 

dark bare hedges in March - April, you will now appreciate the herbal legacy of Blackthorn 

in all its glory heralding the awakening of Spring. This prophesising of nature is no better 

shown than in two old countryside sayings: 

‘When Blackthorn blossoms snowy white, for sowing barley the time is right’. 

‘The earlier the Blackthorn flowers appear, the earlier the farmer will harvest this year’.  

 

 Bernard Meggitt   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thanks to a fellow student of mine, Patrick Crouch,  who sent me a photo taken from a book 

of his  – Timber Buildings for the Country’,  by E H B Boulton, London Country Life, 1938.  

The illustration shows Thriplow Farms newly built. 

 

 

 

 



 

Images from Daffodil Weekend 

 



Gleanings 

Sadly our jolly Postman Martin Barnes is retiring after 36 years delivering our post and  

cheering us all up.  Thank you Martin.   

 

 
 

A web site worth looking at:- http://www.druidic.org/camchurch/churches/thriplow.htm  

Smithy cleaning 11 March 2017 - Many thanks to Angela Rimmer, David Easthope, Kevin 

Clarke, Geoff Axe, Nick Wittering, Bernard Meggitt and on the seat, Jean Tomlinson, Bill 

Wittering, Shirley Wittering and Judy Murch.  Thanks too, to Dougie Sheldrick for mending 

and painting the Smithy, it looks splendid. 

 

Many thanks too Michael Moule, Michael Braithwaite, Brian Roberts, who with the above 

helped during Daffodil Weekend.  Also to our two Blacksmiths and their helpers who did a 

wonderful job working the bellows and making horseshoes for the public to buy. 

http://www.druidic.org/camchurch/churches/thriplow.htm
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